Dodge sprinter 2004

The Dodge Sprinter is a tall delivery van built by DaimlerChrysler. It is mechanically identical to
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter sold in Europe, and the Freightliner Sprinter sold primarily to
commercial applications. While the Sprinter is offered to individuals as a passenger vehicle, it is
primarily a business model. The Dodge Sprinter sold 19, units in the United States in , while
Freightliner sold approximately 2, units. While giving it just 3. Apparently they are plastic and
the seal at a seam fails, causing boost pressure to be lost and making the computer detect a
catastrophic turbo failure. Because it is a seam leak it is not visually obvious when the engine is
off, yet it still causes the computer to detect a failure during operation. Some claim that
Chrysler-Daimler knows about this problem, but so far there has not been any service bulletin to
their dealers on this issue. See Autopedia's comprehensive Dodge Sprinter Review. The
Sprinter is available as three distinct models, passenger van, cargo van and as an unfinished
chassis and cab. The van models come in three wheelbases, two roof heights and with a myriad
of optional features. Driver and front passenger airbags are standard, and side impact airbags
for front seat passengers are optional. On the US market, the current Sprinter will be replaced in
early The version is a complete redesign from the prior model. In , the current 2. Sprinter cargo
vans are a popular choice of cargo van expediters in the United States. Such expediters are
similar to truck drivers except they take smaller loads and will wait in a town indefinitely after
unloading until dispatchers find another customer nearby to transport goods. A Sprinter driver
is capable of hauling approximately lb. The pool of Sprinter drivers gives more choice,
efficiency and flexibility to trucking companies and their customers. This wiki. This wiki All
wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Width Height Wheelbase in. Weight lbs.
Transmission 5-speed automatic Engine 2. Many business owners enjoy the walk-in room of the
cargo area. The dashboard is cleanly laid out with large buttons'. Categories :. Cancel Save.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Corporate website. This
vehicle fills a niche in the market. If you want an economic diesel vehicle that you can use for
hauling stuff or hauling family, then this is only thing out there that fits the bill. A mini-van can't
tow, a pickup won't seat 7 people and a giant SUV won't get 24 mpg. It has an amazing payload,
decent towing capacity, loads of interior space and is fairly economic although diesel is pricey.
The van has distinctive styling on the outside. The interior is spartan - rubber floors and plastic.
As a van, it uses rear leaf springs and tends to be bouncy when unladen. That said, it's not
uncomfortable, particularly on highways. Sort of noisy if you're not into diesel rumble. So far,
with 90K miles, the Sprinter has been very impressive. Fuel economy is over 20 mpg with a
version with dual rear wheels. Only real annoyance is excessive front tire wear due to the
factory alignment specs. Other than that, this vehicle is comfortable, nimble, economical, quiet,
surprisingly powerful, and so far bulletproof. If you can live with the looks, and the fact that it
won't fit in the garage, it is well worth the price premium over anything else on the road that
thinks it can compare for both passenger and cargo service. Solid chassis with nice German
styling and seats, the plain-but-functional well-executed variety. Fairly small diesel a real gem,
getting the vehicle up and running quickly and smoothly. Downshifts: excellent for braking and
respond correctly by not over-revving the willing little engine. Quiet when all the parts are
tightly in place, it has a tendency to loosen its door stops and find the worst in choppy or
pothole laden roads, but stays stable- driving. Dealer adjustments? Leaky Trans 3K miles. I
bought this for my family, and so are many other people now I fixed some of the problem myself
after they told me it couldn't really be expected not to bang and rattle. Also had the common
transmission leak TSB was issued , and central locking system was beyond quirky and had to
have the central locking timer module replaced now is quirky, but according to the way the
owners manual says it should be. Over all, this van is great!!! Roomy, quiet, comfortable, solid,
peppy, and frugal on fuel. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Sprinter. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sprinters for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter. Sign Up. The European-derived Sprinter gives the
full-size van buyer an unprecedented level of refinement, utility and value in a unique package.
When it comes to heavy-duty worksite use, though, it's no match for V8-powered vans from
Ford and GM. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Dodge Sprinter Cargo. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep

the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Can't get a V8 for serious towing and hauling jobs, lacks high-speed
punch, higher initial cost versus competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Electronic Stability Program ESP is now included on series
models, and an array of new features and options are added, including a heated windshield with
a rain sensor, full windows all around and revised option packages. Also new this year are fresh
inch aluminum wheels and revised standard interior fabric. Read more. Write a review See all 12
reviews. We own two of these Sprinter vans. Chrysler has no intention of helping it's customers
when these things fall apart. And their Business Link program is not worth the paper it is written
on. We have had both of them at different dealerships this week. Both sat over 5 days before
even getting into the shop. Not worth the extra money you pay for these things. Read less. After
two I have had enough. My company purchased two Sprinter Vans, one in and one in with high
expectations. Other than being almost impossible to get serviced at any of the dealers bought
them from two different dealers these vans have been a big disappointment. Dodge customer
service is worthless and their "Business Link" program is a total farce. Bad paint rust ,
harmonic balancers that fall off, turbos that come apart, incorrect parts for brakes, electrical
problems etc. We have both vans in the shop now and it will be 4 more days before they can
look at them. One has 85K and the other K. The idea was better gas mileage yes and less down
time Really bad in wind and snow. I have had it in three times for stalling out. The egr valve they
tell me is the problum. The van only has 17, miles on it and it is now going in for the forth time.
The seals on the doors leak so you get a lot of air coming in. See all 12 reviews of the Used
Dodge Sprinter Cargo. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out
of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter Cargo. Sign Up. Dodge is famous for
developing seriously outrageous products â€” the Viper and Viper-powered Ram pickup and
Tomahawk motorcycle being prime examples. The Dodge Sprinter is equally outrageous, but for
very different reasons. Obviously, the notion of having their own bus, as odd-looking as it is
when dressed in a vibrant blue, tickled their collective fancies. On a normal school run I am
expected to wear a paper bag over my head and drop the darlings off on a secluded side street.
Not so in the Sprinter as I was ordered to wheel into the main parking lot and toot the horn to
attract attention. There are two primary versions of the Sprinter â€” a cargo van and a
passenger-carrying derivative. Each is offered with a choice of three wheelbase lengths and two
roof heights so the models can be mixed and matched to suit a very diverse crowd. At one end
is the short wheelbase 2,millimetre , regular-roof model that puts 1, mm between the floor and
ceiling. At the opposite end of the spectrum is the 4,mm wheelbase model the extra length
upping the cargo capacity to a maximum of cubic feet equipped with the 1,mm tall-roof option,
which allows a six-footer to stand upright inside the van. In the middle is the test vehicle with its
3,mm wheelbase and 1,mm roof. This version accommodates 10 passengers in comfort, is tall
enough to make access to the rear seats a snap and has enough cargo space for all but airport
runs. The Sprinter also surprises with its level of sophistication and content. Many commercial
vans, such as the airport transporters that are a fact of life for an automotive journalist, are
marked by their rough ride and heaving moans and groans whenever the road deteriorates
beyond glass-like. By comparison, the Sprinter is tight and rattle-free, which imparts a feeling of
solidity for passengers and driver alike. True, you are not going to go roaring around corners,
but with standard anti-lock brakes and traction control the Sprinter stays predictable well
beyond its station in the work place. For those mad enough to flirt with the limit â€” or where
rushing cargo from A to B in a hurry is the order of the day â€” the optional electronic stability
control system is a wise idea, as it comes courtesy of Mercedes-Benz. The comfort side is also
underscored by the heated and fully articulated bucket-style seats the front riders enjoy.
Adjustments for cushion height, angle and length are complemented by a reclining back rest
and adjustable pneumatic lumbar supports. As for the driving experience, it also goes well
beyond the realm of the expected. The controls are logically laid out and offer an interesting
diversity. The second allows the driver to program an auxiliary diesel-fuelled heater to fire up at
a predetermined time up to three times over a hour period so the Sprinter is always toasty when
the driver arrives on a frosty morning, a dank afternoon or a nasty night. The engine and
transmission combination also leads the commercial crowd, as a state-of-the-art, common-rail,
five-cylinder diesel engine is married to a five-speed automatic transmission that includes a
manumatic mode. The sophistication displayed by this duo should, again, come as no surprise
as both are liberated from Mercedes-Benz. The 2. Having stormed Europe under the
Mercedes-Benz banner, the Dodge Sprinter is set to do the same on this continent, esp
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ecially when viewed as a viable method of modernizing and streamlining public transportation.
Hopefully, many municipalities will embrace the Sprinter for its leaner, greener and safer habits.
If used to replace an older, dirtier, oversized, under-used fleet of buses during the quiet hours
â€” in Oakville, beyond the rush periods and p. My only regret turned out to be the timing of this
test. I should have planned it to coincide with the New Year festivities: Used as a large taxi I
would have made enough to buy a Sprinter and then cash in on its multi-passenger civility for
years to come. Trending Videos See More Videos. Search Driving. Road Test. Road test: BMW
M3. Choose A Make. Choose A Model. Choose A Trim. Comparison links Compact crossovers
without compromise Go big and go home with new pickups Hybrids making it easier to go
green Affordable, economical and practical Age old rivalry between muscle cars SUVs for the
whole family Hot hatchbacks to spice things up. Share This Story.

